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SC Strategic Solutions: Score 0 

This vendor was determined to be non-responsive for failure to provide a Federal Affirmative Plan, 

and New Jersey CEIR of evidence that they had applied for one. They also failed to supply a BRC 

or evidence that they had applied for one. 

Codemantra: Score 64 

This vendor provided a cloud based solution using Collection Point software. They provided a 

polished marketing document in response to the RFP, but failed to respond to the specific 

requirements. Their failure to respond directly to the RFP negatively impacted their score. 

Image Access Corp (IAC): Score 73 

This vendor proposed a cloud based solution using a Cloud Content Management platform known 

as Box as well as the Document Capture/Scanning Software Platform known as Image Trust. 

Their response relies on these programs and provides little information about IAC. They failed to 

supply staff information, references and referred to key points in their marketing documents as 

opposed to directly responding to the RFP. Their implementation plan was limited and did not 

meet the requirements of the RFP. 

Cannon: Score 77 

This vendor proposed a cloud or premise based solution using the Laserfiche software platform. 

They responded to the RFP requirements and provided a strong implementation plan. Cannon 

also took exceptions to the RFP insurance requirements and failed to provide staff information. 

These factors negatively affected their score. 

Stellar Services: Score 78 

This vendor will be partnering with NeoLedge and will rely on their Elise Enterprise Content 

Management solution. This is a relatively new product to the US market and Stellar Services is 

acting more as a consulting firm then direct provider. It should be noted that although the response 

was very polished and detailed, it did not directly respond to the RFP. 
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Foveonics: Score 78 

This vendor proposed a solution using their DocumentSync Electronic Document Management 

System. This solution is both a cloud based and premise based platform. Foveonics provided a 

concise marketing document in response to the RFP, but failed to respond directly to the contents 

of the RFP. 

Accelerated Information Systems, Inc. (AIS): Score 81 

This vendor proposed a solution based on the Laserfiche software platform. This is a cloud or 

premise based solution that is widely used across the US. AIS responded directly to the RFP and 

provided a comprehensive solution. Their implementation plan could have been more detailed 

but their overall response demonstrates that proper implementation plans would be developed. 

AIS provided a well-defined and comprehensive price schedule. 

Atlantic Business Products (ABP): Score 86 

ABP provided a comprehensive response that addressed all five evaluation criteria. They 

provided detailed and expansive pricing information, a strong overview of their operations, 

financial details, references and information about the implementation team. ABP also provided 

information supporting the Technical Elements of their proposal as well as a detailed 

implementation plan. ABP responded directly to the RFP and addressed all twenty key 

components. ABP provided a well-defined and comprehensive price schedule. 

Recommendation 

Based on a review of all respondents, it is clear that Accelerated Information Systems (ASI) and 

Atlantic Business Products (ABP) provided the most comprehensive responses. They are both 

premise or cloud based solutions and use different technologies. It is recommended that three 

year contracts be offered to both respondents for the contract term of 7/31/2020 through 

7/30/2023. 

 


